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Retrofit Solutions
Enerflex draws on its extensive experience in natural gas
compression, processing, and electric power to retrofit,
rebuild, and reconfigure equipment for virtually any field
application. Our engineers are renowned for their ability
to innovate and find the most cost-effective way to modify
or upgrade your equipment to optimize the efficiency and
increase uptime/production of your existing installation.
Our comprehensive, industry-leading abilities in retrofit
and optimization services represent true cradle-to-grave
care and support for your compression, processing,
and electric power assets. No two retrofit solutions are
exactly alike. Maximizing the efficiency of your installed
equipment and extending its life in ways that make
the most economic sense, are key aspects of Enerflex’s
business offering.

PRODUCT AND SERVICE SOLUTIONS
> Compression, Process, and Electric Power
Retrofit Solutions;
> Re-Cylindering;
> Stage Changes;
> Driver Change-Out;
> Compressor Frame Change-Out;
> Modularization;
> Control Panel Upgrades;
> Sweet-to-Sour Conversion;
> Emissions Management;
> Plant De-Bottlenecking;
> Plant De-Commissioning;
> Plant Turn-Around Services;
> Engineering, Feasibility, and Optimization Studies;
> Fleet Performance and Capacity Review;
> Troubleshooting; and
> Surplus Equipment Brokerage.

Our primary goal is that your
equipment delivers the best
possible project economics,
from both a capital and
operating perspective.

Enerflex’s expert teams will work with you to re-cylinder
your compressor to fully maximize your horsepower
utilization and make your package fit for purpose once
again. We can convert your compressor to a single-stage
booster or add an extra stage of compression so your
equipment can adapt to declining suction pressures or
increasing discharge pressures. Enerflex can also perform
driver change-outs to meet emission targets, as well as
provide plant de-bottlenecking, de-commissioning, and
turn-around services. Further, we can refurbish your surplus
equipment for new applications.
Retrofitting your existing equipment is often considerably
less expensive than buying a new package, plus it will be
delivered in a fraction of the time. We can retrofit your
equipment in the field or in one of our facilities, or provide
you with a completely refurbished package – whichever
best suits your needs. Enerflex’s dedicated and highly
trained mobile field crews are fully equipped to take care
of all your retrofit needs.
We aim to maximize horsepower utilization and plant
throughput by balancing costs against benefits on
every project. We strive to minimize your operating
costs and maximize capital efficiency.

ENERFLEX
Enhancing equipment
performance and maximizing
service life is our specialty.
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